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Pogo pins
What are they?
Pogo pins are spring-loaded test pins, made from brass or copper,
with a thin nickel coating. Some have gold plating on the tip.
The barrel end is soldered to wires or boards and the sprung tip end
is pressed to make temporary (sometimes semi-permanent or
permanent) contact with another electrical/electronic item.
The first image shows the smaller sizes,
although even these are capable of carrying 3A. They cost little over 1p
each (don't expect gold tips for that price!).
The larger 13A version is shown in the second image (these cost around
16p each).
Pogo pins provide sufficient friction for good contact without being too
abrasive that they cause excessive wear.
They are available in various configurations (individual pins, rows
of pins, double rows of pins, etc.).
These image on the left shows a
matching plug and socket arrangement.
The image on the right shows a version
with a 90º bend on its mounting pins.
Have a look at the ones described in this RadioSpares document:
https://docs.rs-online.com/7ba1/0900766b80e32532.pdf

Uses in electronics
Pogo pins are widely used in electronic products such as mobile phones, communication devices,
cars, medical devices, aerospace devices, etc.
Power and data connectors
Pogo pins are sometimes used along with magnets
that hold the connection secure (e.g. on the cover
port on my Microsoft Surface Pro). Other 2-in-1
laptops use the same approach.
These images show the arrangement being used as
a snap-on snap-off power connector; one is
commercially available, the other is a DIY
version.

Programming PICs and Arduinos
Both of these can be programmed through their ICSP
connection (Google it). Some MERG PCBs have
pads for such programming, as has the Arduino Pro
Mini (which is like a Nano without a USB socket).
This image shows a Pro Mini being programmed;
hold the pogo pin array against the pads, click the
'Upload' option on the software – and its done. Very
handy for programming multiple boards.
Test jigs
In industry, you need to check multiple PCBs for errors, or for conformation prior to use.
In my case, I need to test that Input modules work before packing them into EzyBus kits.
The easiest way is to set up a test jig. This is a module programmed to test boards. The testing
module has pogo pins that connect with the contacts of the device being tested.
This results in very rapid diagnostic testing with no need for soldering/unsoldering of test cables,
plugging/unplugging of test leads, or trying to handle multiple meter or test
leads.
Hobbyist test rigs can be simple affairs with a handful of pogo pins on a piece
of stripboard, while industrial versions are like this:
Have a look at this website link:
https://learn.adafruit.com/how-to-make-a-pogo-pin-test-jig

Uses in model railways
Low inertia contacts with reliable high-current capacity could find lots of uses in model railways.
Here are just a few I came up with.
Lift-out baseboard section
This image shows a section of track that lifts out to allow users access to a middle operating area.

The image shows a plug and socket being used to take power to the track on the lift-out section.
Every time you enter or leave, you have to unplug/plug the track power.
An automatic alternative could use pogo pins on the shelf supporting the section, and studs on the
lift-out section.
Users often fit a microswitch under the lift-out section, wired in such a way that the sections of
track either side are powered down when the section is removed. This prevents trains inadvertently
crashing on to the floor (not that any of our members would be that careless!).

Buildings etc.
Model railway clubs sometimes transport their more delicate items to exhibitions separate from the
main baseboards. After assembling the baseboards, these items are taken from their safe storage
and placed on the layout.
Plugs and sockets are used to connect baseboard power to those items that are illuminated.
The plug/socket arrangement could be eliminated if the
buildings were fitted with pogo pins that sat on baseboard studs
when placed in position.
This image shows a vehicle with two pogo pins that take power
to MicroLitz LEDs on its headlights and rear lights. The layout
baseboard has two holes drilled where the vehicle will sit and
placing the pins in these holes makes contact with power under
the baseboard.
Charging coach lighting
At a recent meeting, I raised the possibility of quick charging of supercaps inside coaches. The
supercaps would then power the coach lighting. The coach's lighting circuit would connect to
metal studs that replace the buffers. A coach could be parked in a siding
with its buffers touching pogo pins embedded in the buffer stop. With
the pogo pins wired to the power supply, the charging would take place.
If it was found that there was insufficient contact (specially with lighter
smaller gauge coaches) small neodymium magnets could be used to
maintain good contact between the pogo pins and the buffer studs (just
make sure that you achieve a good compromise between maintaining
contact while still allowing the coach to pull away easily).
Test probe
Tim Coombs wrote an article in the
December 2018 issue of the MERG Journal.
It was titled Frog Polarity Probe' and it
utilised a single pogo pin as a probe.
When the probe was pressed on to the frog,
LEDs indicated the polarity on the frog.
Turntables
How do you rotate a turntable through 360º and maintain electrical contact to the moving rails?
One way is to use a slip ring like the one shown in the
image. I bought this one on eBay for under £3 and it it
has a 2A rating.
You can make your own using a piece of copper clad
laminate that is fashioned into two concentric rings and
then tin coated. These are located in the well of the
turntable and are
wired to the traction supply.
Pogo pins are attached under the moving deck and are wired
to the rails on the deck. This provides constant contact
between the loco and traction power (essential for locos fitted
with sound decoders).

